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Background:
Patient feedback is considered integral to healthcare delivery, design and reform. Although there is a strong policy commitment to evidencing patient and public involvement (PPI) in the design of patient feedback tools, it is not clear that this happens in practice.

Methods:
A systematic review using thematic analysis and critical interpretative synthesis of peer-reviewed and grey literature published between 2007-2017 exploring the presence of PPI in the design, administration and evaluation of patient feedback tools for practising psychiatrists. Research process was done in collaboration with a volunteer mental health patient research partner.

Results:
Fourteen (10 peer-reviewed, four grey literature) articles discussing the development of nine patient feedback tools were included. Six of the nine tools reviewed were designed from a professional perspective only. Criteria generation and categorisation also primarily remained at the professional’s discretion. Patient participation rates, presence of missing data, and psychometric validation were used to determine validity and patient acceptability. In most instances, patients remained passive recipients with limited opportunity to actively influence change at any stage. No article reviewed reported PPI in all aspects of tool design, administration or evaluation.

Conclusions:
The majority of patient feedback tools are designed, administered and evaluated from the professional perspective only. Existing tools appear to assume that: professional and patient agendas are synonymous; psychometric validation is indicative of patient acceptability; and psychiatric patients do not have the capacity or desire to be involved. Future patient feedback tools in any healthcare setting should be co-produced from the outset to ensure they are valued by all those involved. A reconsideration of the purpose of patient feedback and what constitutes valid patient feedback is also required.
**Introduction**

Patient feedback is considered integral to professional development, healthcare service design, delivery, and reform.\(^1\)-\(^4\) However, despite extensive policy requirements, recent research challenges the perceived efficacy, validity and acceptability of existing patient feedback tools.\(^5\)\(^6\) While policy driven discourses promote patient and public involvement (PPI) in the design, administration and evaluation of such tools,\(^7\) critical exploration of this in practice is severely limited, particularly within the field of psychiatry.\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\)

Typically collected through validated questionnaires or surveys,\(^11\)\(^12\) some doctors and patients remain sceptical about the reliability of existing patient feedback tools due to: the adoption of generic questionnaires that exclude vulnerable patient groups; the inability of existing tools to ensure sufficient patient representation; biased patient selection i.e. choosing the “right” patient to participate, and biased patient responses, i.e. patients not providing honest feedback due to concerns for future healthcare delivery.\(^6\) Sir Keith Pearson, the lead for a recent independent review of medical regulation in the UK expressed some doubt that existing questionnaires “provide sufficient quality and breadth of information to enable a doctor to reflect properly on their interaction with patients...”\(^5\) The practicality and acceptability of existing patient feedback tools is therefore contested from both a patient and professional perspective inhibiting their adoption and subsequent benefit to both patients and the profession.\(^5\)\(^6\)

Furthermore, in addition to the generic issues associated with patient feedback tools discussed above, psychiatrists experience specific concerns. For example, psychiatrists frequently express concerns about a patient’s ability to “know their own mind”,\(^13\)\(^14\) reflecting issues of capacity. In some instances, patients who ‘lack capacity’ are excluded from patient feedback opportunities. While substantial improvements have been made with regard to shared decision making processes,\(^13\) evidence suggests mental health patients are frequently excluded, or at best under-represented in experiencing patient feedback opportunities.\(^15\)

Such findings are concerning given the valuable learning opportunities attributed to patient feedback.\(^16\)\(^17\) Pertinent to the context of this review, some authors argue that exploring patient feedback in mental health is of paramount importance as patients are more likely to
maintain contact with medical services if they are satisfied with their care.\(^{18}\) This in turn, has implications for reducing clinical relapse incidents and hospital admission rates affecting patient wellbeing and resource expenditure.\(^{18}\) It is worth noting, contact periods for mental health services are typically longer than those related to physical conditions. Understanding and acknowledging the patient perspective in the design, administration and evaluation of patient feedback tools is therefore imperative as the continued use of ineffective methods has been shown to be detrimental to the overall quality of care received.\(^ {19}\) Despite this, critical exploration of PPI in the design of patient feedback tools is limited, particularly within the field of psychiatry.\(^ {8-10}\)

This review therefore aims to critically examine: how, if at all, patients and the public are involved in the design, administration and evaluation of patient feedback tools for practising psychiatrists. By identifying potential flaws, assumptions and contradictions (the central aim of critical interpretative synthesis) of existing tools, practical and policy related implications can be identified. Although psychiatry is used as an example for the purposes of this review, its findings and conclusions are likely to have valuable lessons for the use of PPI in the design of patient feedback tools in healthcare more generally.

For the purposes of this review, the term patient is used to be inclusive of service-users, consumers, clients, carers and family members although the important distinctions between these terms are acknowledged.

**Methods**
This systematic review followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) flow diagram\(^ {20}\) and guidance set out by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination.\(^ {21}\) The review’s protocol is available on the PROSPERO register registration number CRD42016050533.

All research was conducted in collaboration with a volunteer mental health patient research partner who has extensive experience of receiving psychiatric care. Published principles of PPI were followed to support this involvement.\(^ {22}\)
Search strategy

Peer-reviewed literature
Search terms listed in Table 1 were designed and reviewed using the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) guidance\textsuperscript{23}. A scoping exercise revealed the need to produce an extensive list of patient synonyms to remain sensitive to different contexts (Table 1). As advised by an information specialist, agreed search terms were used to systematically search: MEDLINE; PubMed; PsycINFO; Embase, CINAHL and Cochrane Library databases for articles published in the English language. Database searches were supplemented by reference list searches of included studies. Two independent reviewers conducted the research process.

Grey literature
Grey literature, defined as ‘that which is produced on all levels of government, academics, business and industry in print and electronic formats, but which is not controlled by commercial publishers,’\textsuperscript{24} was also searched using Google to ensure sufficient coverage. Screening was limited to the first 10 pages in order to maintain a manageable sample size. The peer-reviewed search strategy was also used to search Google Scholar.

Table 1 Search term strategy

Inclusion criteria
Articles were reviewed independently by two authors using a two stage process. Firstly, all identified articles were screened by their title and abstracts using a pre-defined inclusion criteria form (Table 2). Rayyan, a web application for systematic reviews was used to facilitate this process.\textsuperscript{25} Where a decision could not be made, the full article was retrieved. Full texts of included articles were then reviewed for inclusion. Discrepancies would have been resolved with reference to a third reviewer. This process was not required.

To develop a manageable focus, studies: not in the English Language, published prior to 2007; with a specialty specific focus of child, Dementia/Alzheimer’s or learning difficulties were excluded as these areas are likely to require tailored patient feedback activities beyond the remit of this review. Any study design except opinion, commentary or letter articles were included. The date parameters of 2007-2017 were selected to ensure only contemporary information was included. Similarly, only English language studies were included as the authors could not ensure an accurate translation.
For clarity, articles that described the evaluation or assessment of mental health services but did not differentiate individual psychiatrist involvement were excluded. Inclusion decisions are documented in Figure 1.

Table 2 Inclusion criteria form

Data analysis and synthesis
Data were thematically analysed using an inductive approach and synthesised using critical interpretative synthesis (CIS). Two researchers were involved in the coding and analysis of results. Relevant text under the headings results, discussion and/or conclusions were extracted electronically with thematic analysis supported through the use Nvivo 11 software. Two researchers initially reviewed two papers line by line to develop a comprehensive coding framework. The framework was then used to individually analyse all included studies and to iteratively compare emerging themes across studies to determine dominant themes. Themes were then synthesised using CIS.

CIS is an adaptation of meta-ethnography and borrows techniques from Grounded Theory. CIS was chosen as the synthesis methodology for this review due to its ability to integrate both qualitative and quantitative evidence enabling the generation of theory. It incorporates conventional systematic review methodology with traditional techniques of qualitative enquiry enabling the aggregation and examination of existing literature as a corpus of information, and generation of new perspectives through the critical interrogation of existing contradictions, flaws and assumptions between, not within individual studies. Essentially, CIS seeks to problematise the literature. One of its defining features is its ability to generate synthetic constructs, a “third order construct”, the result of transforming underlying evidence into new conceptual forms, and synthesising argument(s). As Dixon-Woods explains: “this argument integrates evidence... into a coherent theoretical framework... to provide more insightful, formalised, and generalisable ways of understanding a phenomenon”. The CIS stages set out by Flemming (2010) were followed. The flaws, assumptions and contradictions identified through this review are used to structure its discussion.

Quality assessment
Buckley et al’s criteria were used to quality appraise included peer-reviewed studies. In line with previous research, studies scoring seven or above were regarded as high quality. Finally,
sensitivity analyses, a form of analysis that tests for the effect on conclusions drawn when lower quality studies are excluded, were also conducted. Such analyses are considered an important focus of any qualitative synthesis method warranting their inclusion. Consistent with the synthesis method chosen, conceptual relevance took preference over methodological rigour. Quality appraisal of included studies were conducted independently by two reviewers until consensus was achieved.

Figure 1 PRISMA peer review inclusion process

Figure 2 PRISMA grey literature inclusion process

Results

Study characteristics

Peer-reviewed literature

Database and reference list searches of included articles led to the total inclusion of ten peer-reviewed studies discussing nine unique patient feedback tools (Figure 1). Studies were published primarily in the UK (n=5) with others published in Canada (n=1); Sweden (n=1); the US (n=1); Italy (n=1); and France (n=1). Included study characteristics are outlined in Table 3.

Grey literature

Grey literature searches identified 107 unique documents leading to the total inclusion of four relevant documents (Figure 2). These are presented alongside the peer-review findings.

Fourteen (10 peer-reviewed, four grey literature) articles discussing the development of nine patient feedback tools were therefore included. Included study characteristics are listed in Table 3.

Study quality

Six peer-reviewed articles were appraised as high quality (Table 3). Sensitivity analyses indicated that the exclusion of studies assessed as low quality (i.e. appraisal score of below
seven), did not affect the conclusions drawn. All studies were therefore retained to be inclusive of the available literature.

Table 3 Included study characteristics

Results are presented in order of some of the generic steps involved in tool development:

- Step 1: Tool Design, e.g. whose perspective will the tool be designed from? What information will the content of the tool be designed from? Which domains and questions will the tool cover? How will the questions be phrased? And how will respondents answer the questions planned, what response methods will they use?
- Step 2: Tool administration, e.g. who will administer the tool? How?
- Step 3: Tool evaluation, e.g. piloting and validation.

Patient and Public Involvement in patient feedback tool design

Design perspective

Six of the nine tools reviewed were designed from a professional perspective only.\textsuperscript{7} \textsuperscript{34-42} For example, the ACP 360, a tool used by the Royal College of Psychiatrists in the UK described how it “is the only tool designed and validated for psychiatrists, by psychiatrists”.\textsuperscript{36} One article reviewed did not discuss the design perspective and was assumed to be from that of the professional.\textsuperscript{43} Professional perspectives were often obtained through professional steering or working groups, and pre-defined authoritative guidelines, such as Good Medical Practice.\textsuperscript{40} One tool was designed from a combination of the patient and professional perspective.\textsuperscript{8} Two tools reviewed were also designed from the patient perspective with minimal professional input (Table 4).\textsuperscript{44 45}

Tool content

Where discussed, the generation of tool criteria was dominated by professional input (n=3/5).\textsuperscript{37 40 42} Authors of one article reported only criteria “the regulatory authority and the physicians themselves believed to be important” (p.529) were included.\textsuperscript{37} In most instances, professional opinion and authoritative guidelines were taken as a proxy measure for the patient voice and their desires.

“However, in two cases tool content was not driven by the profession alone.\textsuperscript{44 45} Following interviews with 20 patients of whom 17 had in-patient psychiatric care experience, five descriptive categories of care quality were developed: patient dignity and respect; a patient’s sense of security e.g. trust; patient participation in care; patient recovery e.g.
supportive guidance, opportunities for post-care follow-up; and a patient’s care environment e.g. personal space and aesthetics. Another study used face-to-face semi-structured interviews with 80 in-patients with various diagnoses including, schizophrenia, bipolar, mental and behavioural disorders due to psychoactive substance use. Patient interview data was then used to determine question design and response scales used, additional aspects of tool design also discussed in this review..

However, while often described as patient generated, the categorisation or analysis of suggested content was ultimately at the professionals’ discretion. No article reviewed discussed the analysis of data in collaboration with patients or members of the public. A tool’s content was a further area in which professional opinion typically superseded patient contributions.

Finally, the number of domains covered in patient feedback tools varied from four to eight. The number of questions used to assess these domains also varied (n=5-69). No papers reported patient involvement in discussions around the number of domains included or number of questions asked. No clear rationale behind the variability of included item numbers and assessment domains was identified.

**Question design**

PPI in the formatting of proposed questions was mixed. Where drawn upon, patient involvement was favourably described. For example, Barbato et al. acknowledged how participating patients prompted the importance of a more direct and friendly style of questioning e.g. ‘do you get on well with your psychiatrist?’ When not involved, authors reported high “unable to rate” responses and patient response confusion. For example, despite being tested for “face validity and feasibility by eight consultants and their colleagues only....” one acknowledged limitations of Lelliot et al.’s tool was the “substantial number of patients unable to rate some items.” Campbell et al. also identified one item in particular that caused some patient confusion. When responding to the statement “I have no reservation about seeing this doctor again”, 87 respondents altered their initial binary response i.e. yes or no, following a misunderstanding or misreading of the question. This statement (related to reservation) also had a substantially higher proportion of adverse ratings in comparison to other questions asked.
Response scales
Response scales were defined by patients in two cases.\textsuperscript{8,45} Following patient suggestions, Barbato et al. used smileys in conjunction with a five point Likert scale (very positive-very negative),\textsuperscript{8} and Zendjidjian adopted the language used by patients in preceding interviews as the response scale modalities for a five point Likert scale i.e. extremely less than expected – better than expected to facilitate patient understanding.\textsuperscript{45} No other articles discussed the decision process of response scale agreement in collaboration with patients or members of the public.

Patient and public involvement in patient feedback tool administration
One article directly involved patients in the tool’s delivery.\textsuperscript{8} Barbato et al. employed six patients to deliver the questionnaire, offer assistance if required, and to collect completed tools. Professional involvement in this process was deliberately kept to a minimum to limit possible conformity and overrating of positive answers, i.e. social desirability bias.\textsuperscript{8} The low refusal rate of 12\% and wide patient representation achieved was directly attributed to PPI by the article’s authors.\textsuperscript{8}

Patient and public involvement in patient feedback tool evaluation
Piloting
Four articles reported the involvement of patients in the piloting of proposed tools.\textsuperscript{38,39,44,45} In one instance, six patients recruited through a local patients’ association with experience of psychiatric care were asked to complete the proposed questionnaire at home, and then evaluate it using a piloted checklist.\textsuperscript{44} Participating patients were required to assess each tool item in terms of: importance in care quality (1=very important, 5=of little importance); clarity e.g. clear and easy to understand, acceptable or unclear and hard to understand; general structure, relevance and usefulness.\textsuperscript{44} Participant evaluations were then discussed with researchers either face-to-face or by phone, leading to the exclusion of 58 items due to perceived importance (n=10); emotionally charged or overlapping content (n=20), and small levels of perceived importance (n=28). Two other included articles reported the reduction of question items, and re-wording of questions to facilitate understanding, following patient involvement in the piloting stage.\textsuperscript{38,39}

However, in most cases, the piloting of tools was assessed by the profession with “their patients” (p.157)\textsuperscript{42} as passive recipients. For example, tool appropriateness was assessed by
allowing “every physician to be assessed to review the questionnaires and provide feedback that was incorporated into the final” version. (p.256)\textsuperscript{37} Two reviewed tools reported the use of informal feedback by participating doctors only.\textsuperscript{40, 38}

**Validation**
With the exception of one tool not yet validated,\textsuperscript{39} the psychometric properties of a patient feedback tool were often used to determine all aspects of validity and acceptability. For example, as stated by Campbell et al. “\textit{analysis of psychometric properties showed that both surveys were acceptable to patients and colleagues}.” (p.192)\textsuperscript{64} Tool acceptability was also assessed through the examination of patient participation and levels of missing data (n=5/8)\textsuperscript{37, 40, 42, 45}. “\textit{The high rate of return from patients suggests that raters did not find the questionnaire over-burdensome}” (p.159).\textsuperscript{42} Patient participation or response omission was therefore used as a default measure of tool acceptability regardless of the questions which were ignored or responses provided.

Finally, although large numbers of patients participated in the validation of proposed tools,\textsuperscript{40} validation was often passive with limited opportunities to influence change. In some instances, physicians selected their own patients to be involved in the tool’s evaluation introducing possible bias.\textsuperscript{42}

**Discussion**
This review addressed limitations of existing research by exploring the presence of PPI in the design, administration and evaluation of patient feedback tools for psychiatrists. The discussion below presents potential flaws, assumptions and contradictions in the argumentation or reasoning underpinning existing tool design, administration and evaluation leading to the generation of a synthesising argument that contributes to policy debates in healthcare more broadly and highlights a number of solutions to consider.

**Identified flaws**
Despite a strong policy commitment,\textsuperscript{7} existing patient feedback tools primarily rely on professional opinion. Professional discretion often supersedes patient input, or remains restricted with the ability to influence change severely limited. While this may reflect a need for ‘scientific or statistical’ assurances as later discussed, it may also reflect a power imbalance between patients and the profession and the traditional approach to keep these
two communities distinct. A lack of consistent PPI across the tool development stages may also reflect acknowledged difficulties in effective PPI. However, difficulties encountered should not be used as a rhetoric to deter PPI efforts.

**Existing assumptions and contradictions**
Existing patient feedback tools are also potentially undermined by three assumptions. Firstly, tool developers assume that professional and patient agendas are aligned. Three included studies demonstrate that this is not the case. A lack of concordance between patients and psychiatrists has been reported, as has a lack of commonality between carer, patient and psychiatrist experiences. Lelliott et al. acknowledged that colleagues i.e. professionals, and patients are two independent groups whose perceptions and experiences of consultants is derived from different perspectives. It is therefore imperative, that those responsible for designing existing patient feedback tools acknowledge the disparity between these populations and do not take one to be representative of the other i.e. colleague interests to be indicative of patient desires, or vice versa. Secondly, those responsible for evaluating patient feedback tools assume psychometric validation, patient participation, or absence of missing data is indicative of patient acceptability. The authors argue that to determine patient acceptability from these measures alone is reductionist and jeopardises tool validity. For example, if patients perceive the content or process of the tool to be irrelevant, they are unlikely to be motivated to complete it or provide accurate results, undermining the tools content and response process validity. As stated by Downing et al., once one validity domain is undermined, the ability of that tool to be used as an equitable assessment is also compromised. While important, the current reliance on psychometric validation alone is therefore unfavourable.

Finally, those looking to receive patient feedback sometimes assume that psychiatric patients do not have the capacity or desire to be involved. This assumption is directly challenged by a number of articles reviewed. An alternative interpretation of the reportedly low levels of patient engagement and assumed capacity is that it is the tool, and the traditionally exclusive approach to its design, administration and evaluation that lacks the capacity to facilitate effective patient involvement, not the participating individual. For example, while patients may not have the required capacity at a given point in time, this is
unlikely be true for the entirety of their patient journey. The opportunity to provide patient feedback should therefore be patient dependent not physician dependent.

**Potential solutions**
We propose three solutions to address the identified flaws, assumptions and contradictions discussed. Firstly, co-producing tools from the outset is imperative. By its nature, co-producing tools may help to address acknowledged power imbalances and the underpinning assumptions that currently exist. Secondly, clarification of the intended purpose of patient feedback whether that be summative i.e. a point in time evaluation of performance against existing standards or benchmark, or formative i.e. an ongoing monitoring of performance, is required, as is its intended focus. Failure to do so is likely to create unnecessary confusion and development of poorly planned tools. An agreement of whether patient feedback tools seek to measure patient satisfaction, expectations or experience is also required as current ambiguity surrounding this issue complicates their development, administration and subsequent acceptance. Although often used interchangeably, each term represents discrete concepts that require different questions to be asked. As described by Gillet et al. patient experience explores the specific experience of individuals, whilst patient satisfaction evaluates those individual experiences. In contrast, patient expectation is a measure of how well a patient’s experience met their individual, and at times, highly variable expectations. If it is patient experience that regulators, employers or healthcare organisations seek to explore, then the overriding emphasis placed on psychometric validation must be reviewed. While it is important to validate proposed tools psychometrically if they are to be used as a summative assessment, questions should be asked as to what constitutes valid patient feedback from both a professional and patient perspective. If the acceptability and feasibility of patient feedback tools continue to be judged on their internal structure alone, we are at risk of developing tools that ignore other influential variables such as the inclusion of narrative comments and subjective experiences capable of facilitating learner engagement and reflection. Is ‘valid’ patient feedback a psychometrically sound tool that can be ‘gamed’ by both patients and physicians, or is a broader understanding of validity that relates to its ability to encourage actionable and beneficial change regardless of its source, format or design now required? Experience is valid for the person involved. As stated by Downing et al. validity is comprised of five
domains including internal structure i.e. psychometric validation, response process i.e. how do participants involved respond to the assessment? And consequence, i.e. what are the intended and unintended consequences of the intervention/assessment? Typically, those involved in the design, administration and evaluation of patient feedback tool have focused on its internal structure only. Emerging evidence suggests some patients alter their response scores due to anticipated fear of reprisals. Once one validity domain is undermined, so is that tool’s ability to be used as an equitable summative assessment tool. This reiterates the need to clarify the intended purpose of patient feedback i.e. formative or summative. Why are we collecting patient feedback? What do we intend to do with it? If we are trying to achieve enhanced reflection, quality improvement and professional development through the exploration of patient experience, then traditional notions of validity (i.e. psychometric validation only), arguably become redundant. As a result, in contrast to statements such as ‘high quality feedback will only be achieved if the instruments have good psychometric properties,’ the authors of this review conclude it is the ability of patient feedback tools to encourage reflective practice and actionable change that have demonstrable PPI throughout their development that now require more attention, support and focus.

Thirdly the existing culture of organisations and professionals arguably restricts patient involvement and subsequent acceptance. Cultures across the education continuum favour objective and behavioural criteria over subjective experience. Exclusion, or rejection, of feedback can lead to patient experience being medicalised. This situation may be further exacerbated by application of a professional framework that is perhaps currently misaligned with patient perspectives and desires.

**Implications**

Although primarily focused on psychiatry, this review has clear practical and policy related implications for other healthcare disciplines and services more generally. Firstly, patient feedback tools should be co-produced from the outset to ensure patient and professional desires are acknowledged. Secondly, the intended purpose and scope, i.e. patient experience, satisfaction or expectation must be clearly articulated prior to the design and evaluation of any patient feedback tool. Thirdly, patient participation, psychometric validation, or absence of missing data should not be used to determine patient acceptability.
alone, and finally, those working in healthcare services should reconsider what constitutes valid patient feedback for both patients and physicians. Ultimately, what is it we are trying to achieve when asking for patient feedback? If it is to enhance patient experience, patient safety and quality of care then we must ask what matters most to patients to ensure services and individuals are delivering this.

**Strengths and limitations**
Strengths of this research include its rigorous application of accepted guidelines, collaboration with a patient research partner and inclusion of grey literature. However, its limitations must also be acknowledged. Most of the evidence reviewed relied primarily on volunteer samples. Results may not therefore be representative of the wider population. In some cases, doctors also chose their own patients, introducing possible patient selection and response bias. This review also only included articles published in the English language. Potential publication bias is therefore acknowledged. Finally, included articles rarely described the level or detail of PPI initiatives. The review is therefore reliant on available information at the time of publication.

**Conclusion**
Whilst inherently agreed that patient feedback tools should incorporate PPI throughout their development, current methods rely primarily on the professional perspective only. Existing tools are therefore undermined by a number of identified flaws, assumptions and contradictions including the belief that: professional and patient agendas are synonymous; psychometric validation is indicative of patient acceptability; and psychiatric patients do not have the capacity or desire to be involved. A reconsideration of what constitutes valid patient feedback is required. Future patient feedback tools should also be co-produced from the outset to ensure they are valued by all those involved.
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